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Dear Coaches,  

Welcome to the 2017 SPY Short Course Season Opener!  The officiating staff strives to establish and promote an environment where you and your swimmers may 

experience an awesome swimming atmosphere which will result in fast swims. Please do not hesitate to come to me with questions or concerns.  I ask for your 

assistance in accomplishing this.   

Please send an email to your parents who are officials and ask them to send me an email (Dan Wheeler: dwheeler1118@live.com) with their contact information 

and the sessions that they are willing to join us on deck.  Here are few things I would like to share with you. 

1. Coaches Sign In Sheet:  As a part of Illinois Swimming’s ongoing effort to add another level of safe sport to the best practices and to safe guard the 

meet host, all coaches are now required to sign in for every session. The coaches sign in sheet can be found in the Hospitality Room. 

2. Missing Swimmer:  Unfortunately, at least one swimmer will miss their event during the meet; despite a bullpen (10 & U), heat sheets, coaches, 

parents, and numerous announcements. If I am wrong and they all show up, GREAT!! This meet does not carry a penalty for a missed swim except that 

the swimmer will not get to swim their missed event.  We do not want anyone to miss their race, so the deck referee/starter team in conjunction with 

the timers, prior to stepping the swimmers up, will attempt to help swimmers lost behind the blocks. Late swimmers will not be accommodated 

because it is disruptive to the swimmers who are there and ready to race.  It is also disruptive to the flow of the meet and should rightly be disqualified 

for delay of meet. If there are extenuating circumstances, feel free to approach deck referee and we will attempt to slip in a swimmer if there is an 

open lane. 

3. Day of meet swimmer change: The day of meet swimmer change form will be located at the Clerk of Course Table behind the Deck referee/starter 

team. If before or during the meet/session you have a swimmer change, please inform us so we can keep the meet running efficiently without delays. 

4. Disqualification Slips: The coaches/swimmers copy of the DQ slips (yellow copy) can be picked up anytime at the Clerk of Course Table behind the deck 

referee/starter area.  If we have adequate officials, we will attempt to notify the disqualified swimmer immediately after the race behind the blocks 

provided the disqualification has been verified and we can locate the swimmer.  In addition, we will make every effort to get the coaches/swimmers 

copy of the DQ slips (yellow copy) to the coaches. 

5. Swimmers with Disability: Prior to the meet or session, please let me know if you have a swimmer with a disability. We will make the appropriate 

accommodations for that swimmer. 

6. Fly Over Starts: We will be using fly over starts, so please discuss this with your swimmers so that they are prepared. 

7. Swimwear: USA swim rules defines swimwear as “only a swimsuit, cap and goggles”.  Armbands or leg bands shall not be regarded as parts of the 

swimsuit and are not allowed. Any kind of tape on the body is not permitted unless approved by the Meet Referee (Rule 102.8 .1A & E). 

I look forward to seeing you on deck,  

Dan Wheeler 

Meet Referee 


